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Abstract 
Perovskite-based solar cell technology has advanced significantly and the power conversion efficiencies 
are nowadays on par with commercialized photovoltaic technologies. To realize the potential of 
perovskite solar cells, the focus is now shifting to scalable fabrication technologies that will enable low-
cost solution processing of perovskite solar cells over large areas and with high yields. This review 
article discusses the fundamental concerns that arise when transitioning from laboratory to large area 
solution coating, available scalable coating technologies, and their applicability to the fabrication of 
high-performance perovskite solar cells. We find that a significant amount of work has been done to 
test scalable coating technologies, but also that often the methods that led to highest-performing cells 
in the laboratory (e.g. antisolvent processing) show limited compatibility with scalable coating methods. 
To achieve a high-yield and low-cost process, development must emphasize a high degree of control 
provided by sequential conversion of perovskite films and engineering of additives that fine-tune 
coating properties of perovskite precursor inks.  
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation to develop scalable fabrication technology 
Direct conversion of solar radiation to electricity is a major part of the push to reduce humanity’s 
dependence on fossil fuels and minimize negative impact of human activity. In recent years great 
advances have been accomplished in developing high-performance solar cells based on perovskite 
absorber layer. As laboratory cell efficiencies (22.1% [1]) reach levels on par with established 
commercial photovoltaic technologies such as silicon, CIGS (22.6% [1]) and CdTe (22.1% [1]), focus 
is shifting to processing that would allow production of commercially practical cell sizes and yields. To 
achieve commercial viability and live up to the idea of minimizing environmental damage, fabrication 
methods must be developed that are both low cost and low waste. For example, due to very low cost of 
perovskite precursor materials, spin coating is not ruled out by cost concerns, but inherently high waste 
of material (> 90%) is unacceptable from the stand point of low impact on the environment.  
Fabrication of the absorber layer by solution coating without vacuum or high temperature processes 
promises to lead to ultra-low cost perovskite solar cells.  The concept of large area solution coating is 
highly developed in painting and printing industries. Many of the methods originally developed for 
passive coatings are now being tested for fabrication of functional films in perovskite solar cells. 
Examples include airbrush coating [2-7], ultrasonic spray coating [8-14], ink-jet printing [15-17], slot-
die coating [18-24], doctor blade coating [25-27], screen printing [28, 29], electrospray coating [30], 
and so on.  
This review discusses the challenges inherent in scaling up a solution coating process from laboratory 
to industrial scale. We review the most promising methods of scaling perovskite absorber fabrication 
to large area and their relative advantages. Finally, we consider compatibility between laboratory-scale 
methods that achieve high-performing perovskite absorber layers and scalable fabrication technologies. 
1.2. Challenges of solution coating non-polymer inks 
Transition from small area solution processing in the laboratory to commercially viable large area 
coating makes it necessary to consider the effects that are negligible when scale of fabrication is small. 
To realize low cost, rapid production of thin films from liquid inks, a high degree of reproducibility 
over large areas needs to be achieved. This section discusses some of the considerations that need to be 
taken into account when designing a large area solution coating process.  
In the following discussion, three stages of film coating are discussed: (i) un-equilibrated wet film–
wet ink on the surface of the substrate, immediately after application; (ii) equilibrated wet film–wet 
film after liquid motion on the surface has ceased and film thickness is changing only due to solvent 
evaporation. The time between ink application and equilibrated state is referred to as the equilibration 
time, τe; (iii) dry film–precipitated material after the solvent has evaporated. Dry film stage does not 
imply complete removal of solvent, but simply a solid state. Solvent may still be present in the film, but 
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convection and surface flow are no longer possible. Time between ink application and the dry film stage 
is referred to as the precipitation time, τp.  
1.2.1. Coating uniformity 
   To achieve high reproducibility and facilitate solar cell optimization, a uniform film thickness must 
be achieved. Assuming that precipitation occurs uniformly, the fundamental requirement to achieve a 
uniform film is that equilibration time (τe) and precipitation time (τp) must follow the following relation:  𝜏! ≪	𝜏" 
Time it takes for the dry film to precipitate must be at least an order of magnitude higher than the 
time it takes for the film to reach flat equilibrium state. If precipitation occurs on the same time scale 
as equilibration, variations in environmental conditions will inevitably lead to occurrence of 
precipitation before full equilibration. Any chance of precipitation from a non-equilibrated film will 
lead to poor reproducibility.  
Alternatively, an inverse condition is possible: 	𝜏! ≫	𝜏" 
This describes a condition when precipitation is much faster than equilibration, therefore 
equilibration does not occur at all. The dry film is formed immediately on contact of ink to the substrate. 
This is often referred to as a dry coating condition. This regime effectively eliminates all the concerns 
related to liquid-phase non-uniformity described below, but coated layers are necessarily rough. 
Uniform coating can be achieved by overlapping many dry coated layers.   
A completely unacceptable condition is:  𝜏! ≈	𝜏" 
If the precipitation and equilibration times are similar, a very unstable process is created. Minor 
changes in environmental conditions will result in precipitation from un-equilibrated wet film. A 
fundamental principle of stable process design, is that a single process must dominate each step. If two 
processes occur simultaneously and the outcome depends on both processes, it is difficult to achieve 
high reproducibility.  
Equilibration rate most strongly depends on the viscosity and contact angle of the ink with respect to 
the substrate. Viscosity and contact angle can be tuned by additives, while the contact angle can also be 
tuned by surface preparation (discussed in later sections). Precipitation rate is most directly related to 
solubility of the solute and can also be controlled by the choice of solvent or additives (see later 
discussion).  
In reality, precipitation does not always occur uniformly, even if a uniform wet film is achieved. 
Several sources of non-uniformity that occur during precipitation from liquid ink are well understood. 
Important examples are coffee stain effect and Marangoni effect. These phenomena refer to currents 
that occur in evaporating liquids and can cause a large fraction of precipitate to be deposited in a small 
area. The name “coffee stain effect” derives from ring-shaped stains that are observed after evaporated 
drops of coffee. The effect was explained in 1997 by Deegan et al. [31] and described as a combination 
of accelerated evaporation at pinned droplet edges and a flow from droplet center to replenish 
evaporated liquid. Pinning of droplet/wet film edges is extremely common in practice, and consequently 
coffee stain effect is observed frequently. 
   Marangoni effect refers to flow of liquid due to a gradient of surface tension. Gradient of surface 
tension may occur due to non-uniform mixing of two liquids, but in context of coating it typically occurs 
due to different evaporation rates of multiple solvents in a solution. Similarly to coffee stain effect, 
because droplet (or wet film) edges evaporate faster, evaporation of volatile solvent is amplified more 
strongly, and a composition gradient can occur. In contrast to coffee stain effect, a typical manifestation 
of Marangoni effect will deposit material at the center of the drop. As a consequence, the two effects 
can be tuned to cancel and produce uniform coating [32]. In inks where Marangoni effect is negligible, 
for example a single solvent ink, coffee stain effect can be avoided by careful tuning of coating 
parameters [33].  
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Mineral salt solutes (such as PbI2, a common perovskite precursor) precipitate preferentially at sites 
where nucleation has already occurred. In extreme cases, dendritic crystal growth can cause dramatic 
inhomogeneity of precipitated coating. To achieve uniform coating of such a material, spacing between 
nucleation sites must be less than the desired thickness of the film. Nucleation density depends on ink 
temperature, solute concentration, and substrate surface condition among other factors. The same 
conditions also influence all the effects described above, therefore careful optimization of parameters 
is necessary to achieve uniform precipitation.  
1.2.2. Process speed  
Simple processing is desirable under research laboratory conditions because it minimizes chances for 
fabrication errors. In addition, longer non-interactive process steps such as annealing can be desirable, 
because they reduce process sensitivity to accurate timing. In industrial processing, the considerations 
are inverse. Highly automated processing means that defect occurrence due to process complexity is 
minimal. On the other hand, processing time directly affects total fabrication cost, therefore passive 
processing (e.g. annealing) time must be minimized.  
Roll-to-roll processing introduces an additional consideration to process speed–speed matching. 
Processing on a continuous substrate requires that every step is accomplished with the substrate moving 
at the same speed. This may mean speeding up slow processes, but also slowing down processes that 
may perform better at high substrate speeds.  
The scalable solution coating methods discussed later in this review determine the thickness of 
coating by applying a fixed amount of ink per area (pre-metered coating). Consequently, it is tempting 
to consider adjusting process speed by changing the ink application rate to match the substrate moving 
speed. This linear approximation is valid within the defined stability limits for each process, however 
these stability limits must be determined for each application. To illustrate the reasons for non-linearity, 
we may consider direct application methods such as slot-die coating, or blade coating (see Sections 3.1, 
3.2). Due to a narrow gap between applicator blade/head and the substrate the ink experiences 
substantial shear that depends on the relative motion of the applicator and substrate. Most particle 
suspensions or polymer solutions display some non-newtonian behavior via shear-thickening or shear-
thinning.  The change in ink viscosity as a function of coating speed requires additional optimization to 
maintain coating quality. For spray coating-methods (see Sections 3.3, 3.4), the interaction between 
substrate and applicator nozzle is not important, however, the ink flow rate will affect the mean size of 
the droplets produced by the atomizer. Mean droplet size is a major factor in determining wet film 
equilibration time, therefore, as in the case of direct application, re-optimization may be required if the 
process speed is substantially changed.  
1.2.3. Waste management 
One of the most easily neglected costs of laboratory-based fabrication is waste management. In 
research laboratories waste disposal is generally handled by the parent institution, therefore the 
researchers are not directly aware of the cost associated with waste disposal. In industrial production, 
waste disposal and environmental effect mitigation can be a major part of production cost. 
Solvents constitute a major source of waste in liquid ink coating processes. A vast majority of 
reported perovskite solution processing methods have employed one of the following solvents: N,N- 
dimethylformamide(DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), γ-Butyrolactone (GBL), or N-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP).  The aforementioned solvents vary in degree of toxicity, but are all considered 
highly hazardous to the environment.  The use of these solvents is difficult to avoid because common 
perovskite precursors (e.g. PbI2) are not soluble in common environmentally benign solvents. 
Alternative precursors such as lead acetate (Pb(CH3COO)2) are soluble in water or alcohol. However, 
the works that implemented lead acetate for perovskite absorber synthesis (e.g. [34, 35]) still employed 
one of the four solvents listed above to achieve high performance devices.  This suggests that the 
currently used solvents play an important role in perovskite crystal growth.  
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One of the pathways to avoid the use of toxic solvents during the coating process is nanoparticle-
based coating (Section 1.3.1). Pre-synthesized particles may be suspended in a solvent that is optimized 
for a minimal environmental effect and best coating quality. Spray coating of pre-synthesized perovskite 
nanoparticles from and IPA solution has been demonstrated by Nejand et al.  [36], which is a promising 
path to large scale perovskite absorber production.  
Furthermore, the recent report by Chen et al. [37] described the preparation of a liquid perovskite ink 
entirely free of solvents. While annealing of this ink still releases hazardous vapors, it could 
dramatically reduce the amount of toxic waste generated in the process.  
1.2.4. Ambient conditions 
It is widely recognized that ambient conditions, such as humidity and temperature, strongly influence 
perovskite film formation. In particular, fabrication in atmosphere with a relative humidity of 50% or 
more requires special consideration [38, 39]. Research laboratories often address this issue by 
processing in dry N2 atmosphere. In addition to equipment cost, large scale processing in non-breathable 
gas presents a significant safety hazard under industrial conditions, therefore it must be avoided in low-
cost processing. Furthermore, it is widely recognized that some water vapor may be favorable for high-
quality perovskite film fabrication. Therefore it is likely that full isolation from ambient air will not be 
necessary for a large-scale perovskite absorber fabrication process.  
Regardless of what values of ambient temperature and humidity are eventually accepted as optimal, 
it is imperative that the processing conditions are controlled and stabilized. High reproducibility can 
only be achieved if the environmental conditions are consistent with the fabrication batches. 
Furthermore, attention must be paid to conditions that are not as straightforward to measure as humidity 
and temperature. Ambient gas flow rate on the surface of wet ink (e.g. due to the exhaust system) will 
strongly affect the solvent evaporation rate. Remeika et al. [14] considered quantitative characterization 
of ambient conditions in a spray coating system process chamber. Direct measurement of solvent 
evaporation rate and modeling to adjust for varying sample geometry are proposed as a way to compare 
relevant environmental conditions between production sites. Further research will likely reveal that 
even more detailed characterization of ambient conditions is required.  
It is extremely difficult to foresee all the environmental factors that will affect the film quality. High-
end electronics industry has famously gone to extremes by reproducing even factory layouts between 
development and production sites. For low-cost fabrication of solar cells, cost constraints will not allow 
such extreme measures, but inevitably control of ambient conditions will be an important part of the 
total production cost.  
1.3. Types of scalable solution coating  
1.3.1. Nanoparticle / inert material  
It is important to distinguish two approaches to solution processing of functional thin films. An 
approach that is frequently taken in industry, is to coat a suspension of micro/nano- particles or non-
reactive precursors by solution processing and apply post-processing to functionalize the film or 
optimize performance.  
The key to this approach, is that no chemical reaction takes place during coating. Micro/nano-
particles with desired functional properties are prepared, suspended in solution, and the solution is 
coated on the surface. Alternatively, non-reactive precursors may be chemically dissolved and coated 
to form a precursor film. Following the coating, nanoparticle film is generally post-processed by the 
application of heat, photo-excitation or reactive gas to remove the surface coatings from nanoparticles 
and form electrical contact (sinter) between nanoparticles and substrate. The precursor thin film is also 
post-processed in a similar fashion, to form the desired functional film.  
The advantage of this process is the separation of coating process and film formation. Achieving 
uniform solution coating on a desired surface is typically challenging, therefore optimizing all the 
conditions for uniformity without regard for functional film formation reduces cost and improves 
reproducibility of the process. A potential disadvantage is that to implement coating of a particle 
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suspension, it may be necessary to coat the particles with additional materials to prevent particle 
aggregation and improve stability of the suspension. These coatings require post-processing to remove, 
which may damage functional nanoparticles. Precursor coating may also require additives to form a 
uniform film. If a precursor solution consists of multiple components, mobility of atoms in the dry film 
is much more limited than that in wet film, so post-processing of the dry film may not be able to achieve 
the same quality as achievable by direct crystallization from a wet film.  
A good illustration of the absorber formation from a nanoparticle suspension is presented by Miskin 
et al. [40]. CZTS nanoparticles are synthesized, suspended in the solution and doctor blade-coated on a 
Mo-Glass substrate. To optimize performance, the films are annealed in Se vapor atmosphere. The 
resulting device yields 9.0% efficiency, which compares well with the current world record for CZTS 
devices (12.6% [41]) Similarly, perovskite nanoparticle spray coating followed by mechanical 
compression has been demonstrated as a means of eliminating environmentally hazardous solvents from 
the process [36]. 
1.3.2. Precursor  
An approach that is more common in academic laboratories, is coating of dissolved precursors that 
immediately react to form a functional film during solvent evaporation.  In contrast to nanoparticle pre-
fabrication, this process combines materials synthesis with film coating, resulting in fewer process steps. 
It also results in monolithic films, generally leading to superior performance compared with 
nanoparticle based films.  
The main drawback of this process is the necessity to simultaneously optimize functional film 
formation and coating uniformity. As described in Section 1.2.1, achieving a uniform coating over large 
areas entails considerable challenges. Steps taken to optimize film uniformity, may be unfavorable for 
high quality functional material formation.  
Despite inherent challenges, precursor solution coating has been implemented in large scale 
fabrication of photovoltaic devices. A prominent example is the implementation of large scale 
production of polymer photovoltaic cells by slot-die coating [42].  
2. Pre-processing 
Pre-processing encompasses a wide range of processes that are performed before absorber deposition. 
The goal is to achieve a uniform surface condition, improve absorber adhesion, and achieve high quality 
interface between absorber and underlying layer.  
The most common pre-processing step is surface decontamination. Surface impurities can be 
removed by water-based detergents, organic solvents, wet etching, dry etching, ultrasonic cleaning, 
mechanical adhesion, heating etc. For high volume fabrication, low-cost environmentally-friendly 
solutions are crucial. This means that water based non-toxic soap washing is preferred over organic 
solvents. Dry etching is preferred over wet etching as it does not generate solvent waste. In particular, 
non-vacuum oxygen treatment (discussed below) is crucial to achieving high-quality liquid ink coating. 
Adhesive cleaning for particle removal is strongly preferred over ultrasonic cleaning. High-throughput, 
residue-free adhesive cleaning systems are readily available [43] and are more compatible with large-
area substrates than ultrasonic cleaning as they do not require immersion into a detergent bath.  
A very common final decontamination step is reactive oxygen treatment. Atomic or ionized oxygen 
oxidizes organic impurities on the surface and allows volatile products (CO2, H2O) to escape from a 
clean surface. In addition, the surface is partially oxidized, increasing its surface energy. High surface 
energy means that the contact angle of liquids will be reduced (improved wetting) which is favorable 
for uniform coating by liquid inks.  
Three most common approaches to the oxygen treatment are oxygen plasma, UV-ozone and Corona 
discharge treatments. Oxygen plasma is the most reactive one, but requires a low vacuum chamber, 
significantly increasing the process cost in a mass production environment. UV-ozone is accomplished 
by exposure of the substrate to UV light in ambient atmosphere, which results in the generation of ozone 
and atomic oxygen. It is a low cost process, but a typical exposure is around 15 min. For a roll-to-roll 
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system running at several m/s it would be impractical to implement a UV treatment chamber of a 
sufficient length. Corona discharge system uses an electrical discharge to generate atomic oxygen in 
ambient air. The system has been commercialized for continuous processing of substrates at industrial 
roll-to-roll speeds. Corona treatment is clearly preferable in terms of process cost. However, it should 
be kept in mind that the different treatments are not exactly equivalent. In addition to reaction with 
atomic oxygen, plasma treatment can include sputtering by accelerated ions and UV-Ozone exposes the 
substrate to UV light that is sufficient to cause cleaning in the absence of oxygen [44]. These secondary 
effects should be taken into account when transiting from laboratory to mass production process.  
In addition to pre-processing methods discussed above, some groups have reported (e.g. [39]) the 
preparation of high-performance perovskite solar cells by spin coating on pre-heated substrates. Heating 
the substrate to de-sorb moisture and other contaminants is a potentially low-cost final pre-processing 
step. However, it is only compatible with high-volume processing if the substrate temperature is 
explicitly controlled during the next fabrication step. Several groups have reported spin-coating a pre-
heated substrate before it equilibrates with ambient temperature–this is not a process that can be scaled 
up to large scale production. High reproducibility can only be achieved if all the process parameters are 
precisely controlled. When a heat source is removed, the substrate cooling rate will be determined by 
environmental conditions, such as ambient air temperature, humidity, exhaust flow rate, etc. If the 
process relies on processing the sample at an undetermined transient temperature, achieving high 
reproducibility over large area will be challenging.  
 
Fig. 1. Comparison of scalable solution coating methods and spin coating. Red cells indicate properties that are unfavorable 
for large scale processing, green indicates very favorable properties, and yellow indicates that a property may present a concern, 
depending on the application. 
3. Absorber coating processes 
A wide range of large-area solution coating processes are available. Fig. 1 shows a list of common 
scalable solution coating methods and illustrates their respective advantages and disadvantages. This 
section reviews the principles of operation of technologies that are being explored for up-scaling of 
perovskite absorber coating and we believe have the greatest potential for perovskite absorber 





fabrication methods discussed below. The performance data are presented only for illustration and 
should not be interpreted to be a quantitative comparison. Device architecture, absorber composition, 
and even performance measurement methodology still differ greatly among groups working on 
perovskite solar cell fabrication, therefore exact comparison of reported performance values is not 
meaningful. Furthermore, for large scale fabrication champion device performance is less important 
than stability, reproducibility and complete fabrication cost, but these parameters will not be possible 
to compare until consistent testing protocols are established and used by the perovskite solar cell 
research community.  
Table 1 Champion cell efficiencies reported for scalable fabrication methods discussed in this section. Device area in all the  
cases in < 1 cm2.  
Method Top reported PCE Reference 
Airbrush 18.3%  [45] 
Doctor blade 15.1% [46] 
Slot-die 14.7% [22] 
Ultrasonic spray 16.0% [13] 
 
 
3.1. Doctor blade  
Doctor blade or “knife” coating is a simple technique for coating flat substrates. Coating is 
accomplished by pouring ink on the substrate and moving a blade across the surface to remove excess 
ink. The distance between the blade and the substrate determines the thickness of the wet film. At high 
coating speeds (typical of industrial processing), a good approximation for wet film thickness t is [47]:  𝑡 = 	𝐺2 
where, G is the gap between the blade and the substrate (see Fig. 2). The relation is less accurate at 
slower speeds characteristic of laboratory machines, but still serves as a good guideline.  
Both laboratory and industry grade blade coating machines are widely available. It is particularly 
appealing for laboratory testing due to the extreme simplicity of the construction. It is also important 
that the wet film applied by blade coating is flat almost immediately upon application. Flat wet film 
imposed by the shape of the blade greatly reduces the equilibration time of the wet film, but also restricts 
coatable substrates to flat surfaces. Other disadvantages are potentially high exposure of ink to 
atmosphere (while in the reservoir) and waste of excess ink in the reservoir.  Several works have 





Fig. 2. Schematics of blade coating (a) and slot-die coating (b). The drawing denotes important quantities G–gap between 
blade/slot-die and substrate, and t–wet film thickness. 
3.2. Slot-die coating  
Slot-die coating is a widely used coating technology in functional film coating. It is mechanically 
similar to blade coating, but wet film thickness is determined directly by supplied ink quantity (see Fig. 
2). The approximate relationship between blade distance and wet film thickness described for blade 
coating still holds, therefore blade distance needs to be adjusted accurately to achieve stable coating 
[47]. When operated within the stability limits, slot die coating allows adjustment of wet film thickness 
by changing the ink flow rate.  
Slot die coating has the advantages inherent in blade coating–instantly flat wet film and relatively 
simple construction. It is also restricted to flat substrates. The short exposure of ink to atmosphere before 
being applied to the substrate is also an advantage for perovskite absorber coating. Slot die coating has 
been implemented for perovskite absorber coating [18-24], including pilot industrial production [48].  
3.3. Airbrush spray coating 
Unlike slot-die or blade coating, spray requires ink to travel a considerable distance before reaching 
the substrate. To accomplish delivery of ink over a distance, liquid ink is atomized into fine droplets 
and carried towards the substrate by gas flow. The process parameters can be customized to achieve a 
continuous liquid coating before the solvent evaporates, rapid drying of droplets in contact with the 
substrate, or even partial precipitation of solids while the droplets are in flight.  
Atomization of the droplets is achieved by ejecting ink through a nozzle by a high pressure gas (see 
Fig. 3a). Fast motion of the gas flow causes atomization of the liquid ink into fine droplets. The same 
gas flow that is used to atomize the gas is also used to direct atomized droplets to the substrate. High 
quality films require fine atomization of ink, which necessitates high velocity of gas ejected from the 
nozzle. As a result, the distance between the nozzle and the substrate cannot be too small, or the carrier 
gas will disturb the wet film before it dries. High flow of gas can also cause considerable overspray–
scattering of ink outside of coating area. Air brush spray coating has been demonstrated for perovskite 
absorber layer by several groups [2-7].  
In comparison with slot-die and blade coating, the chief advantage of spray coating is the capacity to 
coat non-flat surfaces. A potential concern is that long distance of travel from nozzle to substrate may 
result in undesired exposure of ink to the atmosphere. In addition, because the wet film is formed from 
individual droplets, the equilibration time for the wet film can be substantial, and requirements for the 
substrate preparation may be more strict than for the techniques that coat flat wet films directly.  
A regime of spray coating that allows ink droplets to equilibrate to a continuous wet film on the 
substrate is referred to as “wet” coating. A unique feature of spray coating is the capacity to coat in the 
“dry” regime. “Dry” coating regime is achieved when a large fraction of the solvent in atomized ink 
droplets evaporates in flight, and the solid is formed immediately when a droplet touches the substrate. 
Equilibration of the wet film does not occur in this regime. Dry coating can be advantageous because 
rapid formation of the dry film reduces the sensitivity to surface conditions. The texture of a dry spray 
coated layer is necessarily rough, however roughness can be reduced by coating many thin layers. 
Another major advantage of dry coating is suppressed interaction with substrate materials. This may be 
important if the solvent of the coated layer dissolves the substrate materials. This principle was 






Fig. 3. Airbrush (a), ultrasonic nozzle (b), and  nozzle-free ultrasonic (c) spray. D denotes the distance between the nozzle and 
substrate. For airbrush spray, D is around 10 cm or more, whereas for ultrasonic spray D can be as little as a few mm.   
3.4. Ultrasonic spray coating  
Ultrasonic spray coating functions on a similar principle as airbrush spray coating, but atomization 
and ink transport are accomplished by different processes (see Fig. 3b and c). To atomize the ink, the 
liquid makes contact with a surface vibrating at ultrasonic frequency. At sufficient power, ultrasonic 
vibration causes droplets to break off from the liquid surface, forming a mist. The size of the droplets 
is approximately determined by the frequency of vibration, but also strongly depends on the properties 
of the ink. A separate gas flow is utilized to direct the ink mist toward the substrate. In contrast with 
airbrush, the air flow rate can be arbitrarily low, adjusted to be sufficient to deliver droplets to the 
substrate at desired velocity. Gas flow may also be shaped to achieve the desired ink distribution. A low 
gas flow rate allows the ultrasonic spray nozzle to approach as close to the substrate as desired. This 
minimizes waste of ink to overspray, reduces ink exposure to atmosphere, and allows a limited degree 
of patterning by a narrow spray.  
The concept of wet and dry coating applies to airbrush and ultrasonic spray. A greater range of 
coating conditions are achievable via ultrasonic spray, therefore ultrasonic spray is preferred where 
exact control of coating quality is required. Various regimes of roughness achievable by tuning 
parameters are illustrated in Ref. [33]. Ultrasonic spray has also been implemented for perovskite 
absorbers by several groups [8-14].  
3.5. Printing  
The characteristic of “printing” that distinguishes it from “coating” methods described above is the 
capacity of precise patterning. Printing methods that have been applied to organic or perovskite solar 
cell fabrication include ink jet printing, screen printing and flexographic printing. Some works have 
reported the applications of printing (e.g., ink-jet [15-17]) to perovskite absorber fabrication. The 
concerns for obtaining high quality printed layers are similar to coating technologies described above. 
   The chief advantage of printing versus coating is the built-in capacity for patterning, however, low 
cost laser-based patterning capabilities have been developed for thin film solar cells which are expected 
to be readily transferable to perovskite film patterning. Because integrated patterning necessitates a 
compromise between cost or film quality, we will not consider such patterning capabilities for 
perovskite films at this time.  
4. Post-processing 
Post-processing encompasses a variety of processes that are applied to a film after it is solidified. In 




for uniform deposition may not be optimal for film functionality. Post-processing provides an 
opportunity to fine-tune functional properties without affecting the uniformity of material distribution.  
The most common post-process is heat treatment, or annealing. Heat may be applied via direct contact 
with a hot surface (hot plate) or a heated chamber (oven). Oven annealing is easier to implement on 
large scale, however due to low heat transfer rates through gas, annealing time is long and good 
uniformity of temperature in an oven is difficult to achieve. Hot plate application results in annealing 
time that is an order of magnitude shorter than oven annealing time, and uniformity of heating can be 
fine-tuned to a few °C. For this reason, it is preferred to develop the processes based on hot plate 
annealing.  
Almost every published perovskite absorber coating process involves some form of heat post-
processing.  It would be beyond the scope of this work to review the published results under different 
annealing conditions, but it is important to note that environmental conditions, such as ambient gas, 
humidity or solvent vapor presence, ambient temperature, and illumination all affect the outcome of an 
annealing process. Therefore, when a process is transferred from laboratory to large scale production, 
it is likely to fail if these additional parameters are not properly controlled.  
Mechanical compression is another type of post-process that has been reported to improve perovskite 
absorber performance [50, 51], including post-processing of spray coated perovskite nanoparticles [36]. 
Reports have indicated that mechanical compression does not affect the crystallinity of perovskite films, 
but is effective in reducing the number of voids and pinholes in absorber films. More compact films 
demonstrate more efficient collection of photogenerated charge and reduction of shunt defects.  Low 
cost of implementation makes compression of an appealing option for large-scale post-processing.  
Photo-flash annealing is a technique that is currently widely applied to sintering of solution processed  
metal nanoparticle inks. Intense illumination by a short pulse of light allows heating of the surface layer, 
without exposing the substrate to high temperatures. This technique is widely applied to the fabrication 
on flexible substrates with limited temperature tolerance.  Photo-flash annealing was also applied to 
perovskite film annealing [52, 53]. It was demonstrated that with exposure duration of around a 
millisecond, results comparable to extended hotplate annealing could be achieved. Rapid processing 
and compatibility with flexible substrates make photonic annealing an attractive option for up-scaling 
of perovskite absorber processing.  
5. Outlook for commercialization  
Several methods of perovskite device fabrication have been established to consistently yield high-
performance devices.  In general, these methods are developed for use with spin-coating, and often rely 
on special characteristics of spin-coating to be effective. In this section we discuss the applicability of 
these methods to scalable processing technologies described above.  
5.1. Antisolvent processing  
Antisolvent processing is accomplished by spin coating a perovskite precursor ink containing a 
solvent with a low evaporation rate and rapidly removing the solvent by application of an “anti-solvent”. 
Presence of the low evaporation rate solvent prevents the crystallization of perovskite. When the film 
has reached a solid state, but substantial solvent is still present, an “antisolvent”, a liquid that dissolves 
the solvent but not the perovskite precursor is dripped on the spinning sample. Presence of the anti-
solvent rapidly removes the solvent from the film, resulting in a meta-stable state that is annealed to 
obtain high performance perovskite films. Several anti-solvents have been employed including toluene 
[54], diethyl-ether [55], chlorobenzene [56], and mixed solvents [57]. As long as the anti-solvent 
satisfies the requirements of (a) dissolving the solvent, and (b) not dissolving perovskite, it could be 
implemented in this process. In practice, different anti-solvents yield dramatically different results 
depending on the precursor composition and environmental condition. Precise optimization of all the 
process parameters is crucial. In particular, the timing of anti-solvent application is important.  
Solvent removal from the spin-coated ink proceeds at a rapid rate due to surrounding air movement 
while the sample is spinning. If spin coating is allowed to proceed until a steady state is reached (solvent 
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no longer evaporates from the film), anti-solvent application is no longer effective. For example, it is 
indicated that with a total spin coating time of 30 s, anti-solvent must be applied 25 s after starting the 
process [56]. Uniform application of anti-solvent is also critical. Partial application of anti-solvent 
creates boundary areas between treated and untreated films which cannot be repaired by further 
application of anti-solvent.  
Application of anti-solvent processing to scalable processes presents several challenges. A key 
element of anti-solvent process is the rapid application of anti-solvent to the entire sample, in a transient 
state (partially complete spin-coating). Inevitably, different locations on a large-area film will dry at 
different rates. If the treatment needs to be timed with precision of seconds, it may mean that some 
locations on the film will not be ready while for others it is already too late. Furthermore, spin coating 
features a centrifugal driving force that rapidly distributes liquid across the substrate. In the absence of 
driving force, the only way to rapidly apply a solvent to a large area substrate would be by immersion 
or spray of large quantities of solvent. This would entail waste of large quantities of hazardous solvents, 
and risk over-exposure of the substrate to anti-solvent, since the solvent would not be removed rapidly 
as it is in spin coating.  
These shortcomings may be addressed by advances in anti-solvent or precursor design. As 
demonstrated by Y. Yu et al. [57], adjusting the composition of anti-solvent mixture can be used to tune 
different aspects of perovskite crystal growth such as nucleation density and conversion rate.  Tuning 
of precursor and solvent composition has also been demonstrated to increase anti-solvent processing 
window from seconds to minutes [58]. These results indicate that, while the commonly employed anti-
solvent processing techniques are poorly compatible with scalable processing, further research may 
result in applications of anti-solvent process in large area fabrication.  
5.2. Gas flow quench  
Following the idea of controlling the solvent removal rate to control crystallization rate, an alternative 
to anti-solvent method is the gas quench method, as demonstrated by M. Zhang et al. [59] The gas 
quench method uses flow of gas over the surface of the sample to rapidly drive away the solvent vapors 
and accelerate drying of the film. While spin coating naturally induces air flow around the sample, 
engineered application of gas flow allows greater uniformity and more powerful application of gas.  
Similar to anti-solvent coating, gas quench is applied in the last stages of spin coating when the film 
is already solid, but before solvent evaporation from the sample reaches a steady state. When 
implemented with spin coating, the gas quench method requires the application of treatment to a 
transient state of the film. However, it is important to note that unlike anti-solvent processing, gas 
quench can be applied to a fully wet film, before solid state is achieved. Because the effect of the gas 
flow is limited to the surface of the film, it may be applied as soon as a flat wet film is formed. In 
contrast, the application of liquid anti-solvent to a wet film would result in an uneven mixing of two 
liquids and uncontrollable morphology. Consequently, the timing constraints for application of gas 
quench are potentially more relaxed than for anti-solvent. Gas quench has been successfully applied to 
improve the morphology of a slot-die coated PbI2 film by Hwang et al. [19]. When gas quench was 
applied to a fully wet film immediately after coating, improvement of dry film morphology was 
observed.  
From the environmental perspective, gas application is more desirable than liquid application, as no 
liquid waste is produced. Direct ink application coating processes like slot-die or blade coating can be 
combined with gas quench to improve the coating morphology. Spray based processes (ultrasonic spray 
coating, airbrush) cannot be easily combined with gas quench, as close proximity between ink spray 
and gas quench would cause interference with ink application. A barrier could be designed to block the 
interference from quench nozzle to tspray nozzle, but such a design would have little advantage over 
direct application via slot-die coating.  
In summary, gas flow quench has a slight advantage over anti-solvent processing for large area 
fabrication due to the reduced waste and relaxed timing constraints. It may be applicable to large area 
coating of perovskite  films, for direct-application methods such as slot-die and doctor blade.  
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5.3. Sequential conversion  
5.3.1. Liquid phase conversion 
Sequential conversion was introduced soon after the significance of perovskite absorber was 
recognized [60]. The basic idea is, instead of mixing all the precursors in a single ink and allowing the 
functional film to form when the solvent evaporates, one of the precursors is coated on the substrate 
and then allowed to react with the other precursor to form the functional film. To implement this process, 
it is necessary that one of the precursors is soluble in a solvent that does not dissolve the final functional 
film. For the case of MAPbI3 that is accomplished by coating PbI2 and exposing it to MAI dissolved in 
isopropyl alcohol.  
A key feature of this process is that large scale uniformity of the perovskite film is driven by the 
uniformity of the first precursor layer. The final thickness of perovskite is also determined by the first 
precursor thickness, as the reaction with the second precursor is allowed to run to saturation. A notable 
drawback of this process is that penetration of the second precursor can be limited, which limits the 
maximum achievable perovskite thickness [61].  
From the standpoint of large area coating, sequential conversion has a clear advantage over one-step 
deposition. Separation of functional film formation from film coating allows separate optimization of 
the two processes. Fast processing is desired, however optimizing process condition for two unrelated 
processes (perovskite crystal growth and uniform coating) inevitably introduces additional costs that 
will outweigh the advantages of faster processing.  
A possible problem of sequential conversion is achieving uniform exposure to the second precursor 
over a large area. Reaction with the second precursor commences immediately on contact with the 
liquid solution, and any partial coverage results in boundary areas that are not “healed” by additional 
exposure. In practice, it means that the substrate has to be immersed in the second precursor very rapidly, 
avoiding any partial coverage. It may be challenging and wasteful to rapidly immerse a large substrate 
into liquid precursor.  
Sequential conversion has been implemented for doctor blade [26],  slot-die [19, 22, 24] and 
ultrasonic spray [13, 14] coated PbI2 films. Several groups have also demonstrated spray application of 
the second precursor [4-6], but it remains unclear if the problem with non-uniform application of second 
precursor is avoided by the spray process. Slot-die coating has also been demonstrated as means to 
apply MAI precursor to PbI2-coated substrates [19, 20, 22, 24]. In this case, it is also not clear if the 
short exposure to MAI is sufficient to form optimized perovskite films.  
5.3.2. Gas-phase / CVD conversion 
An alternative method to process a sequential conversion is to apply the second precursor in gas 
phase. This process has been implemented in several variations, including exposure to MAI vapor [62, 
63], MA gas [64], MA and HI gases [65], FA gas [66] etc.  
In addition to the improved morphology and functionality of the perovskite film, the gas-phase 
conversion process holds several advantages for large scale production.  First of all, the application of 
gaseous precursor avoids the problem of defects due to the partial or slow immersion into a liquid 
precursor (described above) because a gas cannot sustain sharp boundaries of concentration. Absence 
of liquid solvents eliminates the concern of solvent disposal.  
Gas process also introduces an important simplification by eliminating the interaction between 
solvent of the second precursor (because there is no solvent in a gas process) and perovskite film. The 
process described in Section 5.3.1 is built on the assumption that the solvent of the second precursor 
does not interact with the perovskite film. This assumption seems to be good in cases of short exposure, 
but at longer exposures many groups reported peeling of perovskite MAPbI3 films due to the over-
exposure to IPA. Similar slow interactions can be expected to occur for other types of perovskite films, 
and it is advantageous to completely eliminate the solvent from the process.  
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5.3.3. Intramolecular exchange 
Intramolecular exchange, another variant of the sequential conversion, aims to overcome one of the 
limits of sequential deposition–limited penetration of the second precursor into the solid film. The basic 
principle is to form a two-component precursor film, with one component being a perovskite precursor 
and the other, a weakly-bound inert molecule that is easily replaced by the second perovskite precursor. 
One implementation [67] employs PbI2 as the perovskite precursor, and DMSO as the inactive 
component. This particular work employed anti-solvent processing to obtain high quality PbI2-DMSO 
films, however it is conceivable that such films could also be fabricated using other methods.  
Upon exposure to the second precursor solution, DMSO molecules are replaced by FAI molecules 
that have a greater affinity for PbI2. The advantage of this method over simple sequential conversion, 
is deeper penetration of FAI into PbI2 films and absence of volume change (and associated stress) during 
the conversion. Volume change is avoided because volume occupied by FAI is similar to DMSO and 
molecules are replaced 1 for 1.  
As with basic sequential conversion, intramolecular exchange has the advantage of separation of 
precursor coating and perovskite crystal formation. Once the PbI2 film is formed, the uniformity of the 
perovskite film is driven by the uniformity of PbI2.  
5.3.4. Textured precursor  
An alternative method to address limited penetration of the second precursor during sequential 
conversion, is to substitute the compact film of the first precursor with a textured or porous film. 
Fabrication of such films has been demonstrated by incorporating additives into PbI2 ink, that are later 
removed by annealing, leaving a porous precursor film [68, 69]. A high density of pores smaller than 
the perovskite grains in the final product allows rapid penetration of second precursor and does not 
introduce non-uniformity into the converted film. While the texturization of the films appears to 
introduce an additional annealing step into the process, the added reproducibility and improved speed 
of subsequent conversion are likely to be favorable for large scale fabrication.  
In summary, sequential conversion is fundamentally advantageous for large scale production, due to 
the separation of film coating and functional crystal growth. Gas-phase or CVD conversion further 
enhances the scalability and reduces waste from the sequential conversion process. The shortcomings 
of sequential conversion, such as a limited second precursor penetration and slow conversion rate, may 
be addressed by the techniques such as intramolecular exchange of texturized first precursor films.  
5.4. Additive assisted coating  
The concept of additives can imply a very broad range of changes to precursor composition. When 
considering coating process design,  the important additives are those that affect wet film surface tension, 
evaporation rate, viscosity, and/or precipitation rate. These additives generally have little effect on the 
active properties of the film, but strongly affect the uniformity of coating. A separate class of additives 
is used to tune the functional properties of the film, with little effect on coating uniformity, but it will 
not be discussed in this work. 
Polymer additives are frequently used to adjust the viscosity of the film. Large polymer molecules 
allow continuous tuning of liquid viscosity by changing polymer concentration. Increased viscosity may 
be desirable when sharp edges to a coated film are desired. For example, a film with low viscosity, 
applied by slot die coating will rapidly spread beyond the width of slot-die head, but a high viscosity 
liquid will maintain a sharp edge. Increasing viscosity will necessarily increase the equilibration time 
of the wet film, so this application is most suitable for the coating technologies that inherently produce 
flat wet films (e.g., slot-die, blade coating).  
Surfactant additives are added to reduce the surface tension of the ink, improving the wetting quality 
of the substrate. While many organic solvents have relatively low surface tension (30–40 dyn/cm), 
water has notably high surface tension (74 dyn/cm) and generally requires surfactant additives to obtain 
a flat wet film. 
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A common feature of polymer and surfactant additives is that they remain incorporated into the film 
after solvent evaporation is complete. For this reason, the quantity of additive must be minimized to 
avoid affecting the functionality.   
Solvent additives are a particularly important class of additives to perovskite film coating. Solvent 
additives are distinct from polymer or surfactant additives in that they are eventually removed from the 
film by annealing. This greatly relaxes the constraints on the amount of additive that can be used, 
because it is not incorporated into the film.  
A typical function of solvent additive is to prevent the crystallization of perovskite, or to increase the 
solubility of precursors. Preventing crystallization of perovskite in liquid films, allows the 
crystallization to be triggered at a later stage, when conditions are optimal. The general principle of 
operation is as follows: the additive is chosen to be soluble in perovskite precursor ink, and has a much 
lower vapor pressure than the main solvent. Presence of the additive should also impede the formation 
of perovskite crystals. When the main solvent evaporates from the wet film, a solid film is formed with 
the additive present (and no perovskite crystallization). Subsequently, additive evaporation is triggered 
by annealing and perovskite film is formed. This principle has been demonstrated for different additives 
in a number of works [70, 71]. The key advantage of this technique is that functional crystal formation 
does not take place in the wet film, and it can be triggered when conditions are optimal. Separation of 
coating and functional film formation is key to the development of a well-controlled process.  
Increasing solubility of precursors in the ink is advantageous, because it allows to achieve higher 
concentrations of precursors before nucleation occurs. Higher precursor concentrations, result in higher 
nucleation densities and consequently smoother films. A common additive to DMF based PbI2 precursor 
inks is DMSO, because it dramatically increases the solubility of PbI2 in DMF at fractions that do not 
dramatically affect the evaporation rate of the mixture.  For example, DMSO was used to formulate 
spray coating inks [14] that allow coating of thin wet films and uniform PbI2 dry films.  
Additives that increase precursor solubility and retard crystallization are equally applicable to coating 
of precursor films for sequential conversion. Precursors, such as PbI2 suffer from problems similar to 
perovskite films. Rapid crystallization leads to dendritic crystal growth and highly non-uniform coating. 
Suppressing crystallization and increasing nucleation density result in smooth amorphous films that can 
be converted to smooth perovskite films.  
The types of additives listed above illustrate only some of the aspects that need to be considered.  
From the stand point of large area coating, additives are applicable (and necessary) to all the coating 
technologies. Systematic research on additives that enhance the coating properties without damaging 
functional properties will be key to the eventual commercialization of perovskite-based solar cells.  
6. Conclusions 
In this review we have considered scalable technologies that are leading candidates for large area 
manufacturing of perovskite films, and their compatibility with methods that have been developed to 
obtain high-performing perovskite films in the laboratories. Slot-die coating is the most explored of all 
the technologies and has even been applied to pilot production outside of academia. Ultrasonic spray 
coating offers the capability to coat non-flat substrates and is also being explored by several laboratories. 
Airbrush or blade coating is appealing due to their simplicity, but will likely be superseded in industry 
by slot-die and ultrasonic spray coating due to greater capacity for process control. 
Considering the pathways that have led to top performing cells via spin-coating, we find that anti-
solvent processing is poorly compatible with industrial scaling up. Gas flow quench is a more scalable 
method for rapid solvent removal, but it may still be very challenging to achieve uniform application 
of gas flow over a large surface. Sequential conversion holds a distinct advantage of separating film 
coating and perovskite growth into two steps. Rapid single-step processing is appealing in laboratory 
research, but in industrial manufacturing, the far greater demands on yield and optimization favor the 
capability to optimize process steps individually. Gas-phase sequential conversion also holds promise 
for a high-yield process with minimized solvent waste. Any of the processes above will require 
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extensive research to reach commercial viability, and further advances may yet make processes like 
anti-solvent processing practical for industrial applications. 
   Almost inevitably, an industrial perovskite absorber fabrication process will involve additive 
incorporation. Adjustment of ink properties by additives is the standard pathway of all the solution 
coating technologies to achieving high-uniformity coatings. In many cases additives act negatively on 
functional properties of the film, but the advantages of greater uniformity and reproducibility outweigh 
the performance loss. In this  review we discuss additives that affect the coating properties of ink, 
including surface tension, viscosity, evaporation rate, and solubility. These are an important set of the 
properties that need to be considered, but further research will reveal which properties are most crucial 
to perovskite film formation and may yet indicate that other ink properties need to be tuned as well.  
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Issues specific to large area coating need to be considered when transiting from laboratory fabrication 
to low-cost, high-throughput production of perovskite solar cells.  
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